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Autonomous vehicles can bring changes into ways
of traveling, traffic, and even production modes [1].
At present, the majority of researches [2] on au-
tonomous vehicles are limited in perception, plan-
ning, decision-making and other calculation front,
while interactive cognitive perspective is barely
looked into. The interactive sector involved in
self-driving is rather sophisticated [3]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no relevant
literature that offers any insight from the angle of
interaction. Interactive technology is an essential
core in autonomous driving system, which involves
not only human-computer interaction (HCI). This
study firstly introduced various interaction modes
and measures, and further analyzed the complex-
ity and significance of interaction. As a conclusion,
an interactive cognition-based solution and an in-
teractive bus-based communication method were
put forward, making an attempt to provide a cer-
tain perspective for the research and resolution of
interactive obstacles in self-driving.

Modes and methods of interaction. From the
perspective of physical space, the interactions
in autonomous driving are classified into inner-
vehicle interaction, vehicle-body interaction, inter-
vehicle interaction, remote interaction, and debug-
ging interaction, wherein the last one is notice-
ably special, containing the actual realization of
all autonomous driving functions stretching from
the vehicle to the remote. Interactions are gen-

erally designed to satisfy both driving tasks and
entertaining needs. The complicated nature of the
interaction in self-driving results in a variety of in-
teractive modes.

• Inner-vehicle interaction. Inner-vehicle inter-
action is a people-centered process designed to for-
mulate driving tasks, grasp driving condition, con-
duct navigation and identification, provide passen-
gers with basic entertainment service and neces-
sary information, secure human safety, and inter-
act with possible vehicle driving system for driving
control. Inner-vehicle interaction subjects are con-
sisted of driver, passengers, smart devices, service
tools, and safety equipment. Inner-vehicle interac-
tion involves audio, vision, and action.

• Vehicle-body interaction. Vehicle-body in-
teraction is to achieve the communication among
car’s upper-and-underlying control units, mechan-
ical equipment and electronic equipment, transmit
commands, and provide feedback of car’s work-
ing state. Vehicle-body interaction subjects are
consisted of underlying layer, calculation units
(the driving brain) and so forth. Communication
modes cover controller area network (CAN) and
Ethernet.

• Inter-vehicle interaction. Inter-vehicle inter-
action is a sophisticated process responsible for
the interaction between self-driving car and exter-
nal smart devices, perception of external environ-
ment, exchanges with certain supply-type infras-
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tructures, HCI (sound & light warning, collision
proof and visual warning), as well as the interac-
tion with service facility, surrounding vehicles, po-
lice and pedestrians. Via communication channels
such as Internet, the IoT, and the IoV, vehicles
can convey their driving routes and other infor-
mation to nearby vehicles, pedestrians and intel-
ligent service equipment. Perception sensors in-
clude position sensors, radar sensors, and vision
sensors. Inter-vehicle prompt modes include dis-
play, car lights, whistle and other methods.

• Remote interaction. Tasks of remote inter-
action include vehicle order, operation, schedul-
ing, customer service, monitoring of vehicle per-
formance, and interventions dealing with possi-
ble emergencies. Remote interaction subjects are
made up of command & dispatch system, customer
service, operators (monitoring vehicle operation,
overseeing vehicle’s underlying data, and handling
potential intervention scenarios), passengers. Re-
mote interaction puts high demands on communi-
cation methods of Internet and so forth.

• Debugging interaction. Before the system is
put into operation, specialists are required to de-
ploy or update the modules for self-driving func-
tions. Technicians must be sure to carry out trou-
bleshooting and maintenance after a system fail-
ure occurs. And tester shall examine the vehi-
cle’s underlying equipment, communication func-
tion, and driving brain. Furthermore, emulators
are commonly used to assist with debugging (im-
prove driving capabilities by taking advantage of
virtual environments).

Complexity of interaction.
• The complexity of interactive tasks. In driver-

less system, reliable interaction is essential to en-
sure safe autonomous driving, accurate environ-
mental perception, and comfortable passenger ex-
perience. By taking advantage of interactive tech-
nology, autonomous driving vehicle is able to com-
plete a series of challenging driving tasks such
as automatic cruising, overtaking, merging, and
unmanned parking [4]. To achieve viable and
solid automotive interaction technology and high-
quality user experience, expertise in a wide range
of sectors such as automotive electronics, com-
munication, software engineering, artificial intel-
ligence, ergonomics, and psychology must be inte-
grated together.

• Absence of cognition for interaction. A high-
performance inner-vehicle microelectronics plat-
form is where the tasks of self-driving system to be
performed. Contributed by deep learning technol-
ogy, a range of high-performance computing hard-
ware has emerged. However, these platforms are
experiencing the lack of research on interactive

cognitive technologies, interactive tools & meth-
ods, and hardware interfaces necessary for inter-
active cognition.

Significance of interactive cognition. Self-
driving car is positioned as an interactive wheeled
robot capable of autonomously nailing various
driving tasks and coping with uncertainties that
may be encountered in driving [4]. Except for
staying consistent with vehicle dynamics, it is nec-
essary for self-driving cars to be equipped with
human-like anticipation, control and other cog-
nitions. Through online interactive learning and
accumulating driving skills, self-driving cars will
develop intensive and efficient emergency respond
ability. From the perspective of interaction, we
suggest that there are several man-machine rela-
tionships: human teach wheeled robots how to
drive; unmanned driving under people’s moni-
tor; unmanned driving with self-study capability;
robots teach human to drive.

To this end, we have solid reasons to con-
clude that interaction of unmanned driving is ex-
tremely complicated in terms of interaction sub-
jects, modes, tasks and cognitions, to name but
a few. The major threshold of viable unmanned
driving not only lies in the car itself, but it is the
humanoid that matters the most. Solid interactive
and cognitive ability is the key for self-driving cars
to be put into use and accepted by the public.

Interactive cognitive solutions.
• Interactive cognition. This study carried out a

case study of external interaction scheme, thereby
introducing interactive cognitive [5] solutions. By
drawing insight of the interactive cognition of hu-
man drivers during driving, and taking into ac-
count the driving-related interactive and cogni-
tive tasks, driving brain is developed, which is
then used to integrate calculative cognition (al-
lowing machine to actively perceive, reason, and
learn from the world), memory cognition (tran-
sient memory, working memory, and long-term
memory), and interactive cognition. Driving brain
includes specifically-designed hardware and soft-
ware, wherein hardware referred in this study is a
multi-networked computer with distributed archi-
tecture, which is composed of multiple processor
chips and switch chips. And the software is to de-
sign the driving brain’s software architecture, for-
malize interactive cognition, conduct self-learning,
and anticipate driving behavior.

(1) Formalization of interactive cognition. Self-
driving vehicle comes with target optimization and
formalization of driving cognition in line with mul-
tiple constraints. To express environmental infor-
mation in a uniformed manner, this study pro-
posed a method where information acquired via
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various sensors (cameras, radars) is mapped to the
driving dynamic display. With log-polar coordi-
nate system as a carrier, environmental informa-
tion is integrated into the driving dynamic display.
Driver’s behavior abstracted as cognitive arrows is
matched to driving dynamic display, thus a bank
of “driving dynamic – cognitive arrows” paired dis-
plays can come into being.

(2) Self-learning. Self-learning module is de-
signed by applying deep learning and evolution-
ary learning, which enables autonomous vehicles
to pick up driving skills from human drivers. Ab-
stract arrows are designed to indicate experienced
driver’s control of throttle, brake and steering
wheel, and then matched with the driving dynamic
display gained by perception, generating frag-
mented and paired displays of “driving dynamic
– cognitive arrows”, thereby drawing out driv-
ing memory. Images, point clouds and other raw
data are considered as instant memories. Driv-
ing dynamic display is seen as working memory,
and the abstraction and summary of driving dy-
namic displays serve as long-term memory. Driv-
ing brain is able to make suitable decisions by com-
paring current cognitive scene and stored mem-
ories. Self-learning indicates the computational
cognition, memory cognition and interactive cog-
nition equipped by driving brain.

(3) Anticipation. During unmanned driving
process, driving brain will carry out real-time
search to go through its memories, so as to directly
find or reason out the cognitive arrows conforming
to the driving condition by then, and to output
corresponding commands.

• Interactive bus design. Effective data com-
munication is necessary for decent interactive cog-
nition. Traditionally, interaction modules fall
into the category of decision module. However,
the effect of interactive performance on the real-
time data transmission may jeopardize driving
safety [6]. To this end, the interactive cogni-
tive system is designed to be independent from
the decision bus to guarantee the real-time per-
formance of both self-driving car’s interaction and
data transmission.

Multi-bus structure is applied by the hardware
architecture on microelectronic platform, which in-
cludes interactive bus, learning bus, and work-
ing bus, wherein each bus is separated by Eth-
ernet. The cognitive data transmission, driving
dynamic display, and module searching are all fol-

lowed out via the working bus. Commissioning
staff can debug driving brain online, while driving
dynamic display and corresponding cognitive ar-
rows are sent to memory modules and self-learning
modules, which are linked to learning bus indepen-
dently, thereby boosting the speed of self-learning
process. The interactive bus and its connection
modules are a critical part of the multi-bus archi-
tecture. They are used to link together various
interactive modules of multiple participants and
vehicles involved in self-driving process. Via CAN
bus, driving brain can connect to the underlying
layer of the car, therefrom sending out commands
and acquiring the performance of the underlying
layer.

Conclusion. By closely drawing insights from
various interaction modes and methods involved
in autonomous driving, the complexity and signif-
icance of the interaction are then analyzed. In the
end, with driving brain as the carrier, an inter-
active cognition scheme has been introduced from
the perspectives of interactive cognition and inter-
active bus design. This study took a long hard
look on the necessity of interactive cognition in
self-driving and specific reflections. Furthermore,
this study demonstrated the innovative designs in
terms of multi-bus communication involved in in-
teractive cognition. By taking advantage of in-
teractive cognitive technology, driver’s interactive
cognition online can be transformed into the in-
teraction between machine and the surrounding
world. This integration of computational cogni-
tion, memory cognition, and interactive cognition
is ushering in the era of autonomous driving.
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